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Motivation

Radiations induced by extensive air showers

fluorescence radiation in UV and IR ranges: excited nitrogen molecules,

geo-synchrotron and charge excess radiations in MHz range: E > 80 MeV,

molecular bremsstrahlung in GHz range: low energy electrons (E ∼ 10 eV).

→ pure electromagnetic component of the extensive air shower probed for all of them
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Observations of microwave continuum emission from air shower plasmas
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We investigate a possible new technique for microwave detection of cosmic-ray extensive air showers

which relies on detection of expected continuum radiation in the microwave range, caused by free-

electron collisions with neutrals in the tenuous plasma left after the passage of the shower. We performed

an initial experiment at the Argonne Wakefield Accelerator laboratory in 2003 and measured broadband

microwave emission from air ionized via high-energy electrons and photons. A follow-up experiment at

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in the summer of 2004 confirmed the major features of the

previous Argonne Wakefield Accelerator observations with better precision. Prompted by these results we

built a prototype detector using satellite television technology and have made measurements suggestive of

the detection of cosmic-ray extensive air showers. The method, if confirmed by experiments now in

progress, could provide a high-duty cycle complement to current nitrogen fluorescence observations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.78.032007 PACS numbers: 96.50.sd, 07.57.Kp, 52.25.Os, 52.40.Mj

I. INTRODUCTION

The origin and nature of the ultrahigh energy cosmic
rays (UHECR) remains one of the enduring mysteries of
experimental particle astrophysics. In spite of well over
four decades of observations of 1020 eV UHECR by many
different experiments [1], we still do not have a confirmed
astrophysical source for these particles, nor do we under-
stand their composition in any detail, nor do we know how
they propagate from their unknown sources to Earth [2]. In
the last decade new observatories such as HiRes and most
recently the Auger Observatory have much improved the
statistics on measurements of these particles, but the issues
of their origin and propagation remain largely open. As the
highest energy subatomic particles observed in nature,
UHECRs must arise from the most energetic phenomena
in our Universe. Their study is thus crucial to understand-
ing the nature of acceleration processes that can attain
energies some 7 orders of magnitude higher than is cur-
rently achievable in the laboratory [3–5].

The primary UHECR spectrum is described by a simple
power law JðEÞ / E#! with ! ’ 2:7 for 1018:5 <E<
1019:5 eV [6,7]. Above 1019:5, the interaction length of
cosmic-ray nucleons on the cosmic microwave background
becomes comparable to intergalactic separation distances,
a process first described by Greisen [8], and Zatsepin and

Kuzmin [9] and now known as the GZK process. It is
precisely at and above the GZK energies that the measure-
ments of the primary UHECR become uncertain due to low
statistics, and the shape of the spectrum near the end point
is still a subject of active debate.
Because of the scarcity of particles at these high ener-

gies, research into new methods has focused on an indirect
means of observation [10,11], which makes use of radiated
air-fluorescence emission from the air shower to observe it
at distances of up to tens of km from the particle axis. By
observing the longitudinal and transverse development of
UHECR-induced extensive air showers (EASs), investiga-
tors are gaining information on the primary composition,
which favors light elements and disfavors a significant
electromagnetic (e.g., photon) component. Such studies
can also elucidate the high-energy physics of the early
interactions, which occur at center-of-mass energies well
above that currently probed by accelerators [2].
The region near the end point of the UHECR energy

spectrum is shown in summary form in Fig. 1, where no
effort has been made to correct the systematic offsets in the
flux levels of the different experiments involved. Above
1020 eV, the event rate is of the order of 1 per km2 per
century, producing still only a handful of events per year
close to this threshold in all existing UHECR observato-
ries. As is apparent from the current world spectrum,
constraints on the high-energy tail or statistically compel-
ling details of any putative cutoff above the current highest
energies will still require years of observation. The need
for much-improved statistics to address the primary issues
currently under investigation all argue for expansions of
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MBR – Molecular Bremsstrahlung Emission

it has been observed by Gorham et al. using a test beam,

low-energy electrons scattering into the EM field of neutral molecules,

emission unpolarised and isotropic,

GHz frequency range: 100% duty cycle and minimal atmospheric attenuation.
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Beam measurements by P.W. Gorham et al. – Experimental setupInitial beam measurements by Gorham et al.
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where Ne is the total number of electrons in the plasma, !⃗1(v)
is the field radiated from a single electron, k⃗ is the wave vector
of the radiation, and x⃗i is is the position of the jth electron
with respect to the observation point. The total radiated far-
field power per unit area P/A is given by the magnitude of the
Poynting flux

P/A= |Stot | = |E⃗|2/Z0 (13)

where Z0 ≃ 377 " is the impedance of free space. In the limit
of complete coherence, the phase factors k⃗ · x⃗i are all unity,
|E⃗| = Ne !1, and the total coherent power is Pcoh = N2e P1,
where P1 is the power radiated from a single electron. Since
Ne is proportional to shower energy, the coherent power de-
pends quadratically on the energy of the primary particle. In
the incoherent limit, the sum of the phase factors corresponds
to a two-dimensional random walk in the real and imaginary
components of the resultant field strength, and the total power
grows as Pincoh = Ne P1.
While in general the partially coherent case requires a de-

tailed knowledge of the electron phase space distribution func-
tion, we can get a qualitative sense of the behavior by consid-
ering a case where the Ne electrons consist of M subgroups
of µe electrons each, such that Ne =Mµe. Assume that the µe
electrons in each subgroup radiate coherently, but that the sub-
groups themselves are uncorrelated. Thus, while the radiated
fields from the M subgroups add incoherently, the subgroup
electrons themselves radiate coherently, and the resulting par-
tially coherent power is Ppart = M µ2e P1, now quadratic in µe
rather than Ne. The ratio of the partially coherent power to the
incoherent power is proportionally

Ppart
Pincoh

=
M µ2e pi
Ne pi

= µe. (14)

Similarly the ratio of coherent-to-incoherent power grows as
Ne. Since the plasma density of ionization electrons in a
shower scales linearly with shower energy, both the coher-
ent and partially coherent regimes will yield radiated power
that grows quadratically with shower energy. In fact, as soon
as µe ≥ 10, coherence begins to dominate over the incoherent
component by an order of magnitude or more. Even modest
correlations among the shower ionization electrons can thus
rapidly lead to much larger detected emission than expected.
We have parameterized these effects using the correction

term # which modifies the collisional decoherence factor $ as
described above. In practice empirical data will be required to
establish the emission constants associated with these factors,
as is the case for all other emission mechanisms in a real air
shower.

B. Accelerator beam tests.

Motivated by the fact that even the floor level of fully-
suppressed emission from the MBR process appeared to us
to be detectable under air shower plasma conditions, we have
performed two accelerator tests designed to measure the MBR
in a laboratory air-shower plasma. In these experiments we

have found good evidence for microwave continuum emis-
sion with characteristics suggestive of a major departure from
the standard incoherent MBR emission scenario, not an un-
expected result given the variety of different non-equilibrium,
non-thermal, and partially coherent processes that are possi-
ble. We detail these results here.
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Tungsten or alumina targets to produce ionization inside an anechoic
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Target for different shower ages

Measurements at Argonne (12 MeV) and SLAC (28.5 GeV)

Equivalent shower 
energy 3.36 1017 eV
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Beam measurements by P.W. Gorham et al. – Results (1/2)
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observation of a clear signal with ∼ 10 ns lifetime,

decay constant compatible with plasma cooling (chamber crossing time ∼ 3 ns).
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Beam measurements by P.W. Gorham et al. – Results (2/2)
Signal scaling with shower depth

Results from beam measurements (ii)
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Gaisser−Hillas

T471 data

(Gaisser−Hillas)2

T471 Exponential decay fit, 15−30 ns window

FIG. 8: Top: relative integrated energy in the tail of the microwave
emission, between 15 to 30 ns, as a function of the depth of the
shower in radiation lengths. The curve shows a Gaisser-Hillas
shower profile for comparison, which peaks at about 4.7 radiation
lengths at shower maximum. By contrast, the microwave tail emis-
sion shows some early radiation probably due to the initial electron
bunch. Near shower maximum, the shower charge overcomes the
beam charge, and the emission appears to follow the shower pro-
file near shower maximum, though it falls below the particle number
profile at late times.

tions is of order 1.3 ns for this absorber in this geometry). The
noise level in this plot is dominated by digitization noise, since
the sensitivity had to be reduced in order to achieve enough
dynamic range to see the strong initial impulse.
In Fig. 7 we plot the samemeasurementsmade with a cross-

polarized antenna, which was therefore insensitive to the rel-
ativistic shower emission, with a 20 dB cross-polarization re-
jection factor. In this case the strong initial impulse is not
prevalent though in fact the leading edge is likely to be slightly
influenced by the -20dB leakage from the other polarization.
The exponentially-decaying tail of emission extends out to
60 ns or more, with noise levels now determined by the ther-
mal noise level rather than scope noise. Based on beam-out
vs. beam-in and beam-on vs. beam-blocked measurements,
no beam-related background (either ionization or EMI) was
present, and thus no background subtraction was necessary.
Several curves are also plotted with the data. The horizon-
tal lines indicate the thermal noise level for single shots and
for the average of the 100 beam shots used here, based on
equation 8 above. The diagonal dot-dash curves are model
predictions based on equation 7 above, calculated for the two
extreme cases of the collisional term !c from equation 3, one
for the case of no suppression (!c = 1) and the other for full
collisional suppression (" = 1). It is evident that, if MBR is
responsible for this emission, the collisional suppression is al-
most completely offset by the partial coherence.

In Fig. 8(top) we plot the behavior of the integrated mi-
crowave energy in the 15-30 ns window as a function of
shower depth in radiation lengths. The emission from the
direct beam, which adds noticeably to the shower emission
up to about 4 radiation lengths, has been subtracted here in
proportion to the depth in radiation lengths, so that the con-
tribution from the shower emission alone can be compared to
expectations. The upper (long-dashed) curve shown is a stan-
dard Gaisser-Hillas profile [40], peaking at about 4.7 radiation
lengths for these showers. The lower (short-dash) curve is a
Gaisser-Hillas profile, but now scaled as the square of the par-
ticle number in the shower. It is evident that the shower emis-
sion scales roughly with the particle number in the shower,
but appears to drop below the standard Gaisser-Hillas profile
at large shower depths, although not enough to warrant scal-
ing that is quadratic in particle number. This behavior pro-
vides evidence that the process for the emission is relatively
insensitive to the plasma density. At larger shower depths in
particular the plasma density decreases by 1-2 orders of mag-
nitude with only factors of 2-3 apparent drop in the relative
microwave emission compared to expectation based on the
standard Gaisser-Hillas profile.
Fig. 8(bottom) shows that the fitted time constant of the de-

cay of the emission power is roughly constant with shower
depth at about 7 ns, with some indication that it may be in-
creasing for large shower depths. The near constancy of this
parameter indicates that the underlying physical process that
removes the radiating electrons from the emitting populations
is nearly completely insensitive to plasma density.
The radiation observed in T471 is also partially coherent.

This is shown in Fig. 9, which plots the integrated microwave
power from 15-30 ns after the main pulse vs. beam energy
as measured by an external transition radiation detector. The
quadratic correlation here indicates that the partially coher-
ent portion of the emission dominates completely over inco-
herent emission. The coherent emission appears to be sev-
eral thousand times the expected incoherent emission level,
implying that subgroups of µe ≃ 103−3.5 electrons are radi-
ating quasi-coherently within their subgroup, using the nota-
tion of equation 14 above. Given that the showers used in
T471 created 3×1013 ionization electrons within the Faraday
chamber used, the net correlation of∼ 10−10 is still extremely
small, and it is evident that this level of partial coherence is
very far removed from the full-spatial coherence that obtains
in coherent Cherenkov or transition radiation.
We note that the Debye length (equation 11 above) for the

T471 plasma is initially of order 2 mmwhen Te ≃ 104.5 K, and
within one Debye radius there are of order 107 free electrons
initially. Thus a weak correlation of ∼ 0.01% within a Debye
radius appears to be all that is required to create the observed
partial coherence effects. This analysis does not account for
the rapid evolution of the Debye length as the electrons cool
however. At Te = 103 K, close to ambient, #D ≃ 0.3 mm,
and the Debye volume then contains of order 105 electrons,
still requiring only a 1% correlation coefficient. However, any
prediction using a simple plasma-correlation model requires
understanding of the dynamics of the cooling event before a
self-consistent picture can emerge.
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FIG. 9: Plot of relative microwave energy in the tail of the observed
air plasma emission vs. the relative microwave energy observed in
an external transition-radiation monitor of the beam current, which
is directly proportional to beam energy. The observed microwave
power follows closely a quadratic rise with beam energy, character-
istic of coherent radiation.

3. Scaling to air showers.

Under the assumption that standard radiation scaling laws
obtain, we can make an estimate of the threshold for de-
tectability of the emission seen in Fig. 7, if we scale it to air
shower observation distances and a realistic detection system.
To do this, we take the flux density as estimated from the

data in Fig. 7, using the weighted average T471 antenna effec-
tive area of 0.05 m2. Using this flux density and the equivalent
shower energy of 3.4×1017 eV, we scale to an equivalent air
shower at a distance of 10 km. The scaling corrects for the
lower electron density expected for a typical 5 km air shower
altitude. We also assume an integration time (several hundred
ns) based on angular transit times for showers at roughly this
distance, with the peak flux density determined by the emis-
sion over an interval comparable to the thermalization time.
We consider both linear and quadratic scaling of the emission
with electron density, and with regard to the shower geom-
etry, as long as the transverse diameter of plasma column is
contained within the antenna beam, we assume there is a di-
rect scaling from the T471 observations to air shower obser-
vations.
The results of this analysis indicate that, if the partially co-

herent emission observed in T471 scales only linearly with
shower energy (as might be expected in the pure “incoher-
ent” case), then the threshold of the AMBER system at 10 km
is of order 8× 1018 eV in shower energy. If the scaling is
quadratic with shower energy, as the data suggests, the thresh-
old is lower, of order 1.6×1018 eV.

We can also estimate the maximum distance to which a
shower at the GZK threshold energy of 3×1019 eV could be
observed under these same conditions: for the linear-scaling
case, the distance is of order 20 km; for the quadratic case it
is much larger, of order 200 km, but of course in this case
earth-curvature and atmospheric attenuation would also re-
quire consideration. In either case, the current emission pa-
rameters strongly warrant further investigation of the potential
for development of MBR detection of air showers.
As noted in a previous section, an air shower plasma can

also be characterized in terms of its Debye length. For a
1019 eV shower, with an initial electron density of order 1010
e− m−3 within a few m of its core, !D ≃ 7 cm for Te = 104 K
during the early period of the electron cooling, and !D ≃ 1 cm
once the electrons have cooled close to ambient levels. The
electron number within a Debye radius similarly evolves from
∼ 107 to ∼ 104 over the same cooling period, several tens
of ns. These values leave open the possibility of correlated
electron behavior comparable to those seen in our T471 ex-
periment, if the correlations are related to plasma density pa-
rameters.

4. Beyond detection: Shower Calorimetry with an AMBER array.

The importance of MBR detection of EAS rests in the po-
tential that it will yield the observational advantages compara-
ble to those of optical fluorescence without the shortcomings
associated with weather and limited duty cycle. By observing
MBR, one is observing an EAS from the same perspective as
with optical fluorescence, via energy-loss processes that are
intimately related to the excitation of molecular nitrogen that
leads to air fluorescence. However, observations can occur 24
hours per day, and at the microwave bands of interest there
is virtually no attenuation due to atmospheric contamination
from aerosols or clouds. Even heavy rain leads to attenuation
of≤ 1 dB above elevation angles of 30◦at C-band (4-6 GHz), a
20% effect. Initially, while the MBR technique is being cross-
calibrated with respect to an optical fluorescence and ground
array, this immunity to atmospheric effects can yield imme-
diate benefits in helping to extrapolate the energy scale for
distant events, where optical fluorescence is most affected by
aerosols and other atmospheric uncertainties.
Commercially designed microwave reception equipment

can be easily weatherproofed, and future arrays would most
likely be able to employ off-the-shelf satellite television com-
ponents, taking advantage of the tremendous economy of
scale in wireless and satellite television technology. Follow-
ing validation of the technique in coincidence with an exist-
ing EAS installation, MBR detectors could be potentially de-
ployed as standalone UHECR observatories. Critical to the
success of such an observatory is the ability of MBR to do
precision shower calorimetry. There appears to be good ini-
tial evidence from the T471 experiment that such calorimetry
can be done with precision that is comparable to current tech-
niques.
Referring to Figure 9, we stress that individual single-

shot measurements of the integrated microwave energy in the

Signal scaling with shower depth Signal scaling with shower energy

• Lifetime data consistent with plasma as main source of radiation

• Scaling indicates partial coherence of radiation

Signal scaling with shower energy

Results from beam measurements (ii)
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9

Gaisser−Hillas

T471 data

(Gaisser−Hillas)2

T471 Exponential decay fit, 15−30 ns window

FIG. 8: Top: relative integrated energy in the tail of the microwave
emission, between 15 to 30 ns, as a function of the depth of the
shower in radiation lengths. The curve shows a Gaisser-Hillas
shower profile for comparison, which peaks at about 4.7 radiation
lengths at shower maximum. By contrast, the microwave tail emis-
sion shows some early radiation probably due to the initial electron
bunch. Near shower maximum, the shower charge overcomes the
beam charge, and the emission appears to follow the shower pro-
file near shower maximum, though it falls below the particle number
profile at late times.

tions is of order 1.3 ns for this absorber in this geometry). The
noise level in this plot is dominated by digitization noise, since
the sensitivity had to be reduced in order to achieve enough
dynamic range to see the strong initial impulse.
In Fig. 7 we plot the samemeasurementsmade with a cross-

polarized antenna, which was therefore insensitive to the rel-
ativistic shower emission, with a 20 dB cross-polarization re-
jection factor. In this case the strong initial impulse is not
prevalent though in fact the leading edge is likely to be slightly
influenced by the -20dB leakage from the other polarization.
The exponentially-decaying tail of emission extends out to
60 ns or more, with noise levels now determined by the ther-
mal noise level rather than scope noise. Based on beam-out
vs. beam-in and beam-on vs. beam-blocked measurements,
no beam-related background (either ionization or EMI) was
present, and thus no background subtraction was necessary.
Several curves are also plotted with the data. The horizon-
tal lines indicate the thermal noise level for single shots and
for the average of the 100 beam shots used here, based on
equation 8 above. The diagonal dot-dash curves are model
predictions based on equation 7 above, calculated for the two
extreme cases of the collisional term !c from equation 3, one
for the case of no suppression (!c = 1) and the other for full
collisional suppression (" = 1). It is evident that, if MBR is
responsible for this emission, the collisional suppression is al-
most completely offset by the partial coherence.

In Fig. 8(top) we plot the behavior of the integrated mi-
crowave energy in the 15-30 ns window as a function of
shower depth in radiation lengths. The emission from the
direct beam, which adds noticeably to the shower emission
up to about 4 radiation lengths, has been subtracted here in
proportion to the depth in radiation lengths, so that the con-
tribution from the shower emission alone can be compared to
expectations. The upper (long-dashed) curve shown is a stan-
dard Gaisser-Hillas profile [40], peaking at about 4.7 radiation
lengths for these showers. The lower (short-dash) curve is a
Gaisser-Hillas profile, but now scaled as the square of the par-
ticle number in the shower. It is evident that the shower emis-
sion scales roughly with the particle number in the shower,
but appears to drop below the standard Gaisser-Hillas profile
at large shower depths, although not enough to warrant scal-
ing that is quadratic in particle number. This behavior pro-
vides evidence that the process for the emission is relatively
insensitive to the plasma density. At larger shower depths in
particular the plasma density decreases by 1-2 orders of mag-
nitude with only factors of 2-3 apparent drop in the relative
microwave emission compared to expectation based on the
standard Gaisser-Hillas profile.
Fig. 8(bottom) shows that the fitted time constant of the de-

cay of the emission power is roughly constant with shower
depth at about 7 ns, with some indication that it may be in-
creasing for large shower depths. The near constancy of this
parameter indicates that the underlying physical process that
removes the radiating electrons from the emitting populations
is nearly completely insensitive to plasma density.
The radiation observed in T471 is also partially coherent.

This is shown in Fig. 9, which plots the integrated microwave
power from 15-30 ns after the main pulse vs. beam energy
as measured by an external transition radiation detector. The
quadratic correlation here indicates that the partially coher-
ent portion of the emission dominates completely over inco-
herent emission. The coherent emission appears to be sev-
eral thousand times the expected incoherent emission level,
implying that subgroups of µe ≃ 103−3.5 electrons are radi-
ating quasi-coherently within their subgroup, using the nota-
tion of equation 14 above. Given that the showers used in
T471 created 3×1013 ionization electrons within the Faraday
chamber used, the net correlation of∼ 10−10 is still extremely
small, and it is evident that this level of partial coherence is
very far removed from the full-spatial coherence that obtains
in coherent Cherenkov or transition radiation.
We note that the Debye length (equation 11 above) for the

T471 plasma is initially of order 2 mmwhen Te ≃ 104.5 K, and
within one Debye radius there are of order 107 free electrons
initially. Thus a weak correlation of ∼ 0.01% within a Debye
radius appears to be all that is required to create the observed
partial coherence effects. This analysis does not account for
the rapid evolution of the Debye length as the electrons cool
however. At Te = 103 K, close to ambient, #D ≃ 0.3 mm,
and the Debye volume then contains of order 105 electrons,
still requiring only a 1% correlation coefficient. However, any
prediction using a simple plasma-correlation model requires
understanding of the dynamics of the cooling event before a
self-consistent picture can emerge.
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FIG. 9: Plot of relative microwave energy in the tail of the observed
air plasma emission vs. the relative microwave energy observed in
an external transition-radiation monitor of the beam current, which
is directly proportional to beam energy. The observed microwave
power follows closely a quadratic rise with beam energy, character-
istic of coherent radiation.

3. Scaling to air showers.

Under the assumption that standard radiation scaling laws
obtain, we can make an estimate of the threshold for de-
tectability of the emission seen in Fig. 7, if we scale it to air
shower observation distances and a realistic detection system.
To do this, we take the flux density as estimated from the

data in Fig. 7, using the weighted average T471 antenna effec-
tive area of 0.05 m2. Using this flux density and the equivalent
shower energy of 3.4×1017 eV, we scale to an equivalent air
shower at a distance of 10 km. The scaling corrects for the
lower electron density expected for a typical 5 km air shower
altitude. We also assume an integration time (several hundred
ns) based on angular transit times for showers at roughly this
distance, with the peak flux density determined by the emis-
sion over an interval comparable to the thermalization time.
We consider both linear and quadratic scaling of the emission
with electron density, and with regard to the shower geom-
etry, as long as the transverse diameter of plasma column is
contained within the antenna beam, we assume there is a di-
rect scaling from the T471 observations to air shower obser-
vations.
The results of this analysis indicate that, if the partially co-

herent emission observed in T471 scales only linearly with
shower energy (as might be expected in the pure “incoher-
ent” case), then the threshold of the AMBER system at 10 km
is of order 8× 1018 eV in shower energy. If the scaling is
quadratic with shower energy, as the data suggests, the thresh-
old is lower, of order 1.6×1018 eV.

We can also estimate the maximum distance to which a
shower at the GZK threshold energy of 3×1019 eV could be
observed under these same conditions: for the linear-scaling
case, the distance is of order 20 km; for the quadratic case it
is much larger, of order 200 km, but of course in this case
earth-curvature and atmospheric attenuation would also re-
quire consideration. In either case, the current emission pa-
rameters strongly warrant further investigation of the potential
for development of MBR detection of air showers.
As noted in a previous section, an air shower plasma can

also be characterized in terms of its Debye length. For a
1019 eV shower, with an initial electron density of order 1010
e− m−3 within a few m of its core, !D ≃ 7 cm for Te = 104 K
during the early period of the electron cooling, and !D ≃ 1 cm
once the electrons have cooled close to ambient levels. The
electron number within a Debye radius similarly evolves from
∼ 107 to ∼ 104 over the same cooling period, several tens
of ns. These values leave open the possibility of correlated
electron behavior comparable to those seen in our T471 ex-
periment, if the correlations are related to plasma density pa-
rameters.

4. Beyond detection: Shower Calorimetry with an AMBER array.

The importance of MBR detection of EAS rests in the po-
tential that it will yield the observational advantages compara-
ble to those of optical fluorescence without the shortcomings
associated with weather and limited duty cycle. By observing
MBR, one is observing an EAS from the same perspective as
with optical fluorescence, via energy-loss processes that are
intimately related to the excitation of molecular nitrogen that
leads to air fluorescence. However, observations can occur 24
hours per day, and at the microwave bands of interest there
is virtually no attenuation due to atmospheric contamination
from aerosols or clouds. Even heavy rain leads to attenuation
of≤ 1 dB above elevation angles of 30◦at C-band (4-6 GHz), a
20% effect. Initially, while the MBR technique is being cross-
calibrated with respect to an optical fluorescence and ground
array, this immunity to atmospheric effects can yield imme-
diate benefits in helping to extrapolate the energy scale for
distant events, where optical fluorescence is most affected by
aerosols and other atmospheric uncertainties.
Commercially designed microwave reception equipment

can be easily weatherproofed, and future arrays would most
likely be able to employ off-the-shelf satellite television com-
ponents, taking advantage of the tremendous economy of
scale in wireless and satellite television technology. Follow-
ing validation of the technique in coincidence with an exist-
ing EAS installation, MBR detectors could be potentially de-
ployed as standalone UHECR observatories. Critical to the
success of such an observatory is the ability of MBR to do
precision shower calorimetry. There appears to be good ini-
tial evidence from the T471 experiment that such calorimetry
can be done with precision that is comparable to current tech-
niques.
Referring to Figure 9, we stress that individual single-

shot measurements of the integrated microwave energy in the

Signal scaling with shower depth Signal scaling with shower energy

• Lifetime data consistent with plasma as main source of radiation

• Scaling indicates partial coherence of radiation

Gaisser-Hillas function represents the electromagnetic component,
incoherent emission: Ptot = Ne×P – fully coherent emission: Ptot = (Ne)

2×P ,
from the lab to air showers: signal level and scaling depends on plasma prop.

scaling indicates partial coherence of GHz radiation
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Outline

1 R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays
Two different experimental approaches
R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory
The CROME experiment at KASCADE-Grande

2 Current activities to improve our understanding
Two new test beam experiments
Optimisation of the GHz sensors
Improve our understanding on physics processes

3 Conclusion
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays Two different experimental approaches

Two different experimental approaches...

Explorative follow-up experiments

19

Shower axis

• Signal time-compressed, large peak power
• No change in frequency

• Signal similar to fluorescence pluse
• Shower profile directly measured

~10 ns
~3 µs

• Self-triggered
• Externally triggered
• Viewing angle
• Frequency band 

10 km

4 km

Courtesy: Ralph Engel.
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays Two different experimental approaches

... but a similar instrumentation to record GHz signal
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The GHz instrumentation, with two main elements

the Low Noise Block (LNB) as fast receiver
→ high gain amplifier and downconverter from 3.4–4.2 GHz to 0.95–1.75 GHz,
→ gain of several tenths of dB, noise of several tenths of Kelvin.

the power detector for digitisation of signal envelope
→ provides a pulse proportional to the log of the power,
→ time response τ of 10–100 ns : PdBm → PdBm ∗ e−t/τ .

commercially available equipment – potentially low-cost
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Radio-detection of extensive air showers at the Pierre 
Auger Observatory – Results and enhancements

Karim Louedec1, for the Pierre Auger Collaboration2

1 Laboratoire de Physique Subatomique et de Cosmologie (LPSC), UJF-INPG, CNRS/IN2P3, Grenoble, France
2 Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martin Norte 304, Malargüe, Argentina 

** Full author list: http://www.auger.org/archive/authors_2013_06.html **

Both of these techniques have limitations (dependence to models / low duty-cycle)!

!  MHz frequencies : improve our understanding on radio emission !
" " " "   test radio estimation for direction, Xmax and composition !

!  GHz frequencies  : improve our understanding on radio emission" "!
" " " "   enhance the GHz sensors (better signal over noise ratio) !

Microwave radiation (AMBER, EASIER, MIDAS) – GHz frequencies!

The Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) – MHz  frequencies !

OBSERVATORY

ID: 156 

15/07/13 EPS-logo.JPG (742×742)
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Location: Auger enhancement area

Geomagnetic effect! Askaryan effect!

" coherent emission at MHz frequencies!
" two relevant emission mechanisms!

" opposite drift of 
e-/e+ in the Earth 
magnetic field!

"  linear polarisation !

"  v a r i a t i o n o f 
charge excess due 
to electrons e-!

" radial polarisation!

dominant ! secondary!

Molecular Bremsstrahlung!

"  isotropic emission at GHz frequencies!
" unpolarised radiation!

produced by low-
energy electrons 
scattering into the 
e lectromagnet ic 
field of the neutral 
molecules of the air!

AMBER & MIDAS!
telescope set-up!

EASIER!
on tank set-up!

" 124 antenna stations on 6 km2!

" external and self-trigger!
" record signals in 30—80 MHz!
" more than 350 hybrid events!
" energy threshold ≈1017 eV!
" comparisons to simulations are 

ongoing (CoREAS, ZHAires, 
SELFAS) !
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EASIER! AMBER! MIDAS!

signal compression 
of an isotropic 

source ?!

Three protoypes installed at the Pierre Auger 
Observatory to record signals in the C band (3.4—
4.2 GHz) and the Ku band (10.7—12.7 GHz)!
" AMBER and MIDAS telescopes (FD-like)!
" EASIER, 61 antennas, one on each SD tank!

First GHz signals recorded by 
the EASIER set-up (3 events)!
" short pulse length (< 75 ns)!
" short distance from shower!
" E (EeV): 2.6, 13.2 and 17.1!

contribution 
from other 

mechanisms ?!

24 stations – LPDAs !
(since 2010)!

100 stations – butterfly!
(since 2013)!

understand radio mechanisms and 
their properties in MHz!

What !
comes 
next ? !

Results!
" evidence for a radial polarisation 

component!
" sensitivity of radio amplitude to 

primary energy confirmed!

The Pierre Auger Observatory !
An hybrid detector for ultra-high energy cosmic rays – E ≥ 1017.3 eV, covering 3000 km2!
" surface detector (SD): 1660 water-Cherenkov tanks – duty-cycle 100%!
" fluorescence detector (FD): 24+3 telescopes on four sites!

Promises of radio-detection!
Physics motivations!
" pure electromagnetic component!
" sensitivity to mass composition!
" good angular resolution!

Technical motivations!
"  low atmospheric attenuation!
"  large duty-cycle – almost 100%!
" potentially low-cost detectors!

world-largest radio 
array for extensive air 

showers !

Three prototypes installed at the Pierre
Auger Observatory to record signals in
the C-band (3.4–4.2 GHz) and the
Ku-band (10.7–12.7 GHz)

→ AMBER and MIDAS
(telescope setups),

→ EASIER (on-tank setup),
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

AMBER – Air shower Microwave Bremsstrahlung Experimental
Radiometer

AMBER (Air-shower Microwave Bremsstrahlung 
Experimental Radiometer)

18
7AFWS Eric W. Grashorn Page 9/18

AMBER Configuration

! 2.4 m offset feed paraboloid
! Minimize matter in beam 

! Cold sky in sidelobes, low 

emissivity dish

! 16 Feedhorns
! 4 C & Ku band dual polarization

! 12 C band single polarization

! Deep buffer- cross triggering 

from Auger Surface Detector
Initial measurements taken at Univ. of Hawaii

• 2.4 m offset parabolic antenna
(2.4° beamwidth FWHM)

• Optical axis 30° in elevation

• Camera of 16 feedhorns (28 channels)

4 C & Ku band feeds, dual polarization
12 C band feeds

Calibration with liquid nitrogen

• 100 MHz digitizer, 5 sec ring buffer

More down-doing shower candidates
than upward ones, results inconclusive

C band: 3.4 - 4.2 GHz
Ku band: 10.7 - 11.7, 11.7 - 12.75 GHz

(Gorham et al. Phys. Rev. D78 (2008) 032007)

→ 2.4 m off-axis parabolic dish
instrumented with 16 C-band feeds
and 4 Ku-band feeds,

→ some feeds instrument both
polarisations, 28 channels in total:
14◦×14◦ at 30◦ elevation angle,

→ initial measurements at Univ. of
Hawaii (self-trigerred),

→ moved to the Pierre Auger
Observatory in May 2011 (external
trigger provided),

data analysis underway, looking
for coincidences with Auger array
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

MIDAS – Microwave Detection of Air Showers

Microwave detection at Auger
33RD INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, RIO DE JANEIRO 2013

Study of the EASIER event candidates

EASIER 61 – An array for MHz/GHz radio emission
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� array completed in April 2012,

� C-band: 3.4–4.2 GHz,

� 2 polarisations: EW and NS,
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Fig. 5: Array of 61 EASIER detectors with the
corresponding SD station Id the chosen polarization

The EASIER antennas observe the air shower from the
ground. In such conditions the signal emitted along
the air shower is compressed in time. The exact signal
enhancement due to this compression depends on the
arrival direction and distance to the shower axis. The
smaller effective area with respect to a telescope is thus
compensated by this compression effect.
EASIER has been taking data in a very stable way for
two years for the first set up and one year for the second
and up to now, it has recorded a total of 3 unambiguous
radio signals in coincidence with an air shower. The data
selection, the radio signals and their possible origin are
discussed in Section 3.

2.3 MIDAS
MIDAS (MIcrowave Detection of Air Showers) is a radio
telescope instrumented with a 5 m2 parabolic dish and a
53 pixels camera at its focal plane. Each pixel is a C-band
LNBF covering approximately 1.3�x1.3� of the sky, for a
total field of view of approximately 20�x10�. Each channel
is digitized by a 14 bit FADC at 20 MHz sampling rate.
MIDAS incorporates its own triggering logic. A First Level
Trigger (FLT) at the pixel level is issued if the running sum
of 20 data samples exceeds a predefined threshold. The FLT
remains active for 10 µs and the value of the threshold is
adjusted to keep a FLT rate of 100 Hz. The Second Level
Trigger (SLT) searches for 4-fold patterns corresponding to
the expected topology of a cosmic ray in the overlapping
FLT pixels. There are 767 expected patterns compatible
with a cosmic ray track giving an accidental SLT rate of
3⇥10�4 Hz[7].
The telescope efficiency was calculated by performing
a complete electromagnetic simulation of the MIDAS
detector. The effective area at the center pixel was found to
be 9.1 m2 and falls to 20% of this number at the borders of
the camera.
The MIDAS detector was originally installed at
the University of Chicago. During this period of
commissioning, the Sun was used as a calibrated source.
Firstly the electromagnetic simulations were validated
measuring the Sun transit over the camera. Secondly, as the
flux of the Sun is monitored by several radio observatories,
it was used to compute an absolute calibration. The system
temperature of the central pixel was found to be 65 ± 3 K

Figure 15: Event display of a 3 · 1019 eV simulated shower
landing approximately 10 km from the telescope. In the top
panel, pixels with an FLT are highlighted, with color coded
by arrival time. In the bottom panel, ADC running aver-
ages of 20 consecutive time samples for the selected pixels
(identified by black dots in the top panel) are shown. The
running average of each pixel is referred to the threshold
level (horizontal line) for display purposes.

In order to convert the microwave flux density at530

the detector aperture into a signal in ADC counts,531

the e�ciency maps and calibration constants de-532

scribed in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 were implemented in533

the simulation. For each channel, the actual value534

of nsys and its fluctuation were taken to be equal535

to their average values measured during several536

months of data taking, providing a realistic sim-537

ulation of the telescope sensitivity. The FLT and538

SLT algorithms of Sec. 2.4 were also implemented,539

and all simulated events fulfilling the SLT condition540

are written to disk in the same format as the data.541

An example of event simulated with Fref = F 0
ref and542

� = 1 is shown in Fig. 15.543

Simulations with di�erent assumptions on the544

characteristics of the microwave emission from EAS545

were performed. For Fref = F 0
ref and � = 2, a rate546

of �450 triggered events/year is expected, which547

reduces to �30 events/year for � = 1. The energy548
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Figure 16: Expected number of triggered events per year
as a function of energy, from a realistic simulation of the
MIDAS telescope. A microwave flux density Fref = F 0

ref and
a coherence parameter � = 1 were used to parameterize the
EAS microwave emission in the simulation.

spectrum of the triggered events is shown in Fig. 16549

for the latter case.550

6. Data taking performance551

The MIDAS telescope underwent an extensive552

period of commissioning during several months in553

2011 at the University of Chicago, which provided a554

validation of the overall design and a test of the per-555

formance and duty cycle of the detector in a partic-556

ularly challenging environment for RF interference.557

As a matter of fact, trigger rates were found to be558

significantly higher than those expected from ran-559

dom fluctuations. The SLT rate due to accidental560

triggers, rbkg, is estimated to be 0.3 mHz:561

rbkg = Npatt · npix · (rFLT)
npix (�)

npix�1
, (12)562

where Npatt = 767 is the number of SLT patterns,563

npix = 53 is the number of pixels in the MIDAS564

camera, rFLT = 100 Hz is the pixel FLT rate, and565

� = 10 µs is the coincidence time window.566

The background rate of SLT events during data567

taking was well above the estimate of Eq. 12 and568

highly variable, ranging from 0.01 Hz to 2 kHz.569

The major source of background was found to570

originate from airplanes passing over the antenna571

on their way to a close-by airport. Radar altimeters572

on board of these aircrafts operate just above the C-573

Band frequency, and, while suppressed by the MI-574

DAS receiver bandwidth, their emissions are strong575

enough to produce a sudden rise of the RF back-576

ground in many neighboring channels (or even in577
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Fig. 6: Simulated event rate computed for the MIDAS
detector [7] accounting for a linear scaling with energy of
the observed signal in [3]

Fig. 7: MIDAS detector installed at the Pierre Auger
Observatory besides the Los Leones FD building.

and similar values were obtained for the other pixels.
The data taking at the University of Chicago validated
the principle of MIDAS and showed a stable behavior
regardless of the weather conditions. No clear event
candidate was found, excluding a quadratic scaling of the
signal measured in beam with the air shower energy [8]. In
the hypothesis of a linear scaling, a realistic simulation of
the MIDAS detector yields a total of ' 30 events per year.
The expected energy spectrum is shown Fig 6.
MIDAS is now installed at the Pierre Auger Observatory,
besides the FD building Los Leones (cf. Fig 7) and has
been taking data since the beginning of 2013.

3 First microwave detections of air showers
The first microwave event was detected in June 2011 by one
of the EASIER detectors. It was in coincidence with an air
shower that had an energy of 13.2 EeV and a zenith angle
of 29.7 degrees. The recorded GHz signal of this event is
shown Fig 8 together with the PMT traces. The maximum
was found to be more than 11 times larger than the noise
fluctuations and just one time bin (25 ns) before the signal
in the water Cherenkov detector.
A signal search has been performed in the data of the
extended EASIER array analyzing the maximum of the

→ 4.5 m center-focus parabolic
dish instrumented with 53 C-band
feeds,

→ 53 channels in total: 20◦×10◦,

→ fully steerable astronomic
mount,

→ absolute calibration using the
signal from Sun (Tsys ∼65 K),

→ initial measurements at Univ. of
Chicago (self-trigerred),

→ moved to the Pierre Auger
Observatory in September 2012
(external trigger provided),

data analysis underway, looking
for coincidences with Auger array
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MIDAS – Isotropic microwave emission limits

61 days of data acquisition at University of Chicago

25

Power Flux reported by 
Gorham et al.

Quadratic Scaling at Gorham et 
al. power  flux  ruled  out  by  >5σ

Expected 95% confidence sensitivity of 
MIDAS deployed at Auger site with one 

year of livetime

Microwave Emission Limits
95% confidence exclusion with 5-pixel search and 
61 days of livetime data from University of Chicago 

campus 

Phys. Rev. D 86, 051104(R) (2012)
MIDAS results exclude a quadratic scaling for the Gorham’s MBR yield
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

MIDAS – Isotropic microwave emission limits
66 days of data acquisition at the Pierre Auger Observatory

29

SD Event Matching

Expected 95% confidence sensitivity of 
MIDAS deployed at Auger site with one 

year of livetime

95% confidence exclusion with SD event matching 
and 66 days of livetime data from Auger

¾Assume Chicago 
MIDAS Calibration

Linear Scaling at Gorham et al.
power  flux  ruled  out  by  >4σ

preliminary results at the Pierre Auger Observatory exclude the Gorham’s MBR yield
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

Extensive Air Shower Identification with Electron Radiometers

The EASIER concept

one antenna on a water tank, connected to one of the FADC channels,

small collection area (0.004 m2) and wide aperture antenna (60◦),

... but boost from geometrical time compression,

trigger comes from the surface detector.EASIER Status

Romain Gaior for the EASIER group 
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

EASIER – An antenna array for MHz/GHz radio emission
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→ array completed in April 2012,

→ C-band: 3.4–4.2 GHz,

→ 2 polarisations: EW and NS,

→ temperature around 100 K.
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

First GHz event candidate ! – log10 (E/eV) = 19.12 / θ = 29.7◦
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Figure 1 (left) Footprint on the array. The ellipse surrounds the GHz hexagon. (right) Lateral
distribution function.
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Figure 2 FADC traces from the anodes of the PMT 1 and PMT 2 together with the GHz
trace.

cables introduce roughly the same time delay in both systems we obtain an expected time
delay of the PMT pulse w.r.t. the GHz pulse of at least 35 ns. This corresponds to what we
observe. Given this delay we can also exclude that the measured GHz signal was generated
by the electrons in the tube.

Baseline fluctuations and signal significance: From the time of the deployment of
the GHz antennas a random trigger is recorded every 20 minutes on the EASIER hexagons.
This allows us to determine the mean and the fluctuations, σ, of the baseline. The relative
fluctuation of the baseline represents the relative fluctuations of the power, P , and is related
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cables introduce roughly the same time delay in both systems we obtain an expected time
delay of the PMT pulse w.r.t. the GHz pulse of at least 35 ns. This corresponds to what we
observe. Given this delay we can also exclude that the measured GHz signal was generated
by the electrons in the tube.

Baseline fluctuations and signal significance: From the time of the deployment of
the GHz antennas a random trigger is recorded every 20 minutes on the EASIER hexagons.
This allows us to determine the mean and the fluctuations, σ, of the baseline. The relative
fluctuation of the baseline represents the relative fluctuations of the power, P , and is related
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Figure 3 Significance of the signal as a function of time: for Nene station (left) and for all
other stations (right). A factor, k, has been added to the traces for a better visualization.

to the frequency band, ∆f = 0.8GHz, and to the integration time of the power detector and
the filter of the front-end electronics, τ :

σbaseline

〈baseline〉 =
σP

〈P 〉 =
1√

∆f · τ (1)

or, in term of the temperature:

∆T =
1√

∆f · τ Tsys = α · Tsys, (2)

where ∆T is the elevation of temperature corresponding to one σ and Tsys the system
temperature. From the distribution of the fluctuations of the baseline (in power) we obtain
α = 0.127, giving an integration time τ = 75ns, for a frequency band of 0.8 GHz. We do not
have yet a complete time calibration and we cannot take into account the exact dependency
on frequency of the detector, but we expect an integration time between 40 ns and 80 ns.

The signal in terms of standard deviation as a function of time is illustrated in Fig. 3 (left)
for Nene antenna. The maximum is at 14 σ allowing us to affirm that this is the first evidence
of a GHz emission from air-showers. The other antennas are at a distance larger than 1000 m
and no significant signal from air-showers has been detected (Fig. 3(right)).

2 Expected signal

We consider two contribution to the signal in the GHz range: Cherenkov radiation and
molecular bremsstrahlung. In both cases, we calculate the expected maximum power at
the antenna. In the hypothesis that the observed signal is caused completely by one of the
emissions, we estimate an equivalent system temperature as described next.

Cherenkov light: The Cherenkov light contribution has been estimated using the Off line [8]
framework, adapted for the configuration of the Nene antenna. The air-showers are simulated

4

→ shower core very close to the
antenna (140 m),

→ PMT saturated in the corresponding
tank,

→ no signal detected in the other tanks
of the hexagon,

→ first evidence of GHz radiation from
an extensive air shower
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory

EASIER – ... up to now, only 3 GHz event candidates

Microwave detection at Auger
33RD INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, RIO DE JANEIRO 2013
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Fig. 7: Radio trace (in red) of the first event recorded by
an EASIER detector with the signal of two low gain PMT
channels (gray). The PMT signals are saturated as expected
for a shower with the core at 136 m of the detector.

Event ID E [EeV] q [�] f [�] d [m] pol.
12046376 13.2 29.7 344.6 136 E-W
20830870 17.1 55.3 33.8 269 E-W
21050180 2.6 47.4 290 193 E-W

Table 1: Main characteristics of the air showers detected
in GHz range. Here E stands for energy; q and f for the
zenith and azimuthal angle, d for the distance the shower
axis ans pol. for the polarization of the antenna)

detected radio pulses are not longer than 75 ns and their
maximum occurs just before the start time of the PMT
signal of the corresponding water Cherenkov detector.
These characteristics make the interpretation of the signal
difficult and are similar to the ones of the event candidates
reported by another microwave experiment, CROME [9]
at KASCADE site. On one side, at such close distance
any emission from an air shower, even an isotropic one,
is compressed in time and the signal is shortened and
amplified, as seen in the EASIER data. On the other
side, the viewing angle of the showers is close to the
Cherenkov angle and the compression effect would also
increase the observed frequency. One cannot discard an
emission at lower frequencies shifted to the C-band. For
instance, the radiation from the transverse current due
to the geomagnetic deflections of the charged particles
observed in the VHF [10] band could be the underlying
emission process. An excess of detected events from the
southern direction would point to a geomagnetic origin, but
a larger data set is required to make relevant polarization
comparisons.
Further studies will be focused on the search for a fainter but
longer signal and from more distant air showers. The current
development of simulations of the MBR and other processes
and detectors simulation as well as future results from the
test beam experiments AMY [11] and MAYBE [12] will
enable a better understanding of the observed emissions.
Furthermore, the recent installation of MIDAS, the ongoing

σ
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

-410

-310

-210

-110  200 ns≤| trigger - tmax|t

| > 200 ns trigger - tmax|t

Fig. 8: Distribution of maxima found in a 200 ns time
window around the trigger (in red) and outside this window
(in blue).

analysis of the AMBER data and its future upgrade will
help in disentangling the origin of the emission process.

4 Conclusions
The effort undertaken in microwave detection of air showers
within the Pierre Auger Collaboration resulted in the
installation of three prototypes at the Observatory site. All
of them are now in the phase of stable data taking. The first
three unequivocal radio signals detected in the GHz range by
EASIER in coincidence with air showers detected by Auger
SD were reported. However, because of their characteristics
one cannot draw a conclusion on the emission mechanism.
The viability of this technique remains an open question
and the unique conditions offered by the Pierre Auger
Observatory site should allow it to be addressed in the near
future.
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number of events lower than expected (if the system temperature is correct),

short pulse lengths (≤ 75 ns) and short distances from shower,

the three events are recorded in the EW polarisation,

signal compression of an isotropic source ?
–

contribution from other mechanisms ?
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays The CROME experiment at KASCADE-Grande

CROME – Cosmic Ray Observation by Microwave Emission
CROME experiment

Array of various antennas (20 kHz – 13 GHz)

Presented data since May 2011

Triggered by KASCADE-Grande:

Energy range  1015 – 1018 eV

Precise reconstruction
0.8° for the arrival direction
6 m for the core position
20% for the energy

       About 3 showers above 1017 eV
       in a fiducial area per day

KG was shutdown on Nov 5, 2012

3/11R. Šmída – Observation of polarised microwave signal by CROME

→ array of various antennas (20
kHz – 13 GHz),

→ data acquisition from May 2011
to November 2012,

→ about 3 events above 1017 eV in
the fiducial area per day,

→ absolute calibration by
octocopter: (Tsys ∼50 K),

→ in a viewing angle of 4◦: 32
event candidates for 30 KG
showers.

Event selection

● Standard KG cuts for data obtained between May 2011 & Aug 2012

● Energy > 3*1016 eV

● Observation angle < 2°

● Arrival time of photons Δt ≈ 50 ns (detector's uncertainties)

● Signal > 8 dB above the mean noise level 

37 channels w/ signal for 35 KG showers and expected number of noise 
signals is 7.1 ± 1.6 (i.e. 19%)

● Viewing angle < 4°

8/11R. Šmída – Observation of polarised microwave signal by CROME

Signal in 32 channels

for 30 KG showers

Only 1.2 ± 0.5 (i.e. 4%)

expected for noise
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R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays The CROME experiment at KASCADE-Grande

CROME – Event characteristics

Event characteristics

9/11

1) Shower cores form a broken ring structure on ground

2) High electric field strength
    at the Cherenkov ring

3) East-west asymmetry
    in the field strength
    (Askaryan emission?)

4) Stronger signal for
    showers with large
    angles towards
    the local geomagnetic
    field

5) Polarisation pattern
    similar to the geomagnetic
    emission

CoREAS prediction for 
unthinned vertical shower:

1017 eV and X
max

= 658 g/cm2

3.4—4.0 GHz

F. Werner, 
poster #1112
July 7 (Sun)

R. Šmída – Observation of polarised microwave signal by CROME

→ shower cores form a broken ring
on ground,

→ high electric field strength at the
Cherenkov ring,

→ east-west asymmetry in the field
strength,

→ polarisation pattern similar to the
geomagnetic emission,

the microwave emission is not polarised (5σ significance)
–

the molecular bremsstrahlung is not the dominant emission mechanism
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Current activities to improve our understanding

Outline

1 R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays
Two different experimental approaches
R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory
The CROME experiment at KASCADE-Grande

2 Current activities to improve our understanding
Two new test beam experiments
Optimisation of the GHz sensors
Improve our understanding on physics processes

3 Conclusion
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Current activities to improve our understanding Two new test beam experiments

Two new test beam experiments to check previous measurements

MAYBE – Microwave Air Yield Beam Experiment / Argonne

electron energy of 3 MeV (below Cherenkov thr.),

anechoic chamber of P.W. Gorham et al.,

measurements in several frequency bands / full,

no signal observed: limit on the MBR yield several
orders below the Gorham’s yield.

MAYBE (Microwave Air Yield Beam Experiment)

28

AUTHOR et al. PAPER SHORT TITLE

pickup coil was placed at the exit window of the beam pipe
to monitor the beam current.

2.2 Anechoic chamber and antennas

A schematic of the layout is presented in figure 1. The
beam enters a copper anechoic Faraday chamber of∼ 1 m3

filled with air that prevents external radiation from getting
into the inner antennas. The inner surface is covered with
pyramidal absorbers that provide a minimum of 30 dB ab-
sorption at normal incidence for frequencies above 1 GHz.
A circular port of 3 cm diameter was opened in the cham-
ber to allow the entry of the 3 MeV electrons that otherwise
would not penetrate the copper wall. In this configuration,
transition radiation generated at the Duraluminum window
and entering the chamber through this aperture can be a
source of background and must be taken into account.
Three different radio receivers were mounted inside the
chamber to characterize the microwave emission in a broad
frequency spectrum. The first two were commercial C-
band (3.4-4.2 GHz) and Ku-band (12.2-12.7 GHz) feeds
which system temperatures and gains were previously cal-
ibrated in the lab. The third receiver was a Rohde &
Schwarz (R&S) HL050 log-periodic antenna. Due to its
broadband input frequency (0.85-26.5 GHz) this antenna is
suitable to measure the microwave emission over a wide
spectral range. At the time of this beam test the log-
periodic antenna was connected to a 1-2 GHz low noise
amplifier with an average gain of 40 dB so the spectral
region studied with this receiver was reduced to what we
denominated here low frequency range. All the antennas
are located in a central plane perpendicular to the beam di-
rection and pointing towards it so the distance beam axis-
antenna is always∼0.5m. Due to the limitation in distance,
the response of the receivers could be affected by near-field
effects. The receivers only measure one polarization at a
time. Both polarizations, co-polarized and cross-polarized
with the beam axis, can be recorded. C-band, Ku-band and
low frequency (0.7-2.4 GHz) receivers were also located
outside the chamber and close to the beam exit to monitor
external radiation. Signals from all antennas were trans-
mitted to the control room through ∼ 14 m coaxial cables
that have an average loss of 0.3 dB per meter in the fre-
quency range of the transmitting signal. Losses from cable,
adapters and connectors must be properly evaluated to later
correct the recorded signal.

2.3 Simulations

Geant4 simulations reproducing the setup and running con-
ditions were performed in order to characterize the plasma
created inside the chamber. The energy deposit in the
chamber allows us to get a quantitative idea of the number
of ionization electrons contained in the generated plasma
and its density. The left panel of figure 2 shows the energy
deposit in the chamber as a function of both longitudinal z
and transversal x directions (the distribution in y is sym-

Figure 1: Schematic of anechoic chamber and layout of the
radio receivers.

metrical to the one in x) for a typical beam configuration
with 2.5 × 109 electrons. The bin area selected to integrate
the energy deposit is 1cm x 1cm. As it can be observed, the
energy deposit is not uniformly distributed in the chamber
but denser in a conical region centered in the beam trajec-
tory with a radius increasing from a few mm to ∼18 cm.
The right panel of figure 2 shows the integrated energy de-
posit as a function of z and its density calculated in cylin-
drical slices of 1 cm height and radius given by xRMS. This
density, that increases fast in the first portion of the cham-
ber and then remains almost constant, will be proportional
to the ionization electron density. Assuming all the energy
deposit is invested in ionization we obtain typical values
for the ionization electron density of ∼ 108 electrons per
cm3.
The total energy deposit in the chamber calculated over the
number of electrons pulsed in 3ns1 will oscillate for the dif-
ferent running conditions between 1014 and 1015 eV. This
amount of energy deposit is comparable to the total energy
deposit at the depth of maximum development by an exten-
sive air shower originated by a cosmic ray of energy∼ 1018

eV.

3 Data acquisition

Data were taken both in frequency and time domains us-
ing a R&S spectrum analyzer (9 kHz-30 GHz frequency
range) and a Tektronix TDS6154C oscilloscope (40 GS/s
and 20 GHz bandwidth) respectively. Coinciding with the
beginning and end of the beam entering the chamber we
observed a prompt and strong peak of signal in the log-
periodic antenna whose origin is still unknown. A narrower
peak is also occasionally observed at the beginning of the

1. the measured signal comes from the contribution of electrons
inside the chamber at a certain time that can be calculated from
the time the electrons need to cross the 1 m long chamber.

• Anechoic chamber of Gorham et al.
• Electron beam of 3 MeV (Argonne accelerator)
• Energy below Cherenkov threshold
• Equivalent shower energy 1018 - 1019 eV
• Measurement in several bands

broad band 0.7 - 2.4 GHz
C band (3.4 - 42. GHz)
Ku band (12.2 - 12.7 GHz)32ND INTERNATIONAL COSMIC RAY CONFERENCE, BEIJING 2011
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Figure 2: Geant 4 simulations of the energy deposit inside the chamber. Left: Energy deposit as a function of longitudinal
and transversal dimensions. Right: longitudinal development of energy deposit and its density.

trace in the C-band receiver, most noticeable at high beam
energies. This effect could be due to some charge deposit
on the chamber or external noise. Apart from this peak, a
clear signal is measured in coincidence with the beam in
both receivers. No significant signal was observed in the
Ku-band antenna.

4 Data analysis

A first step in the analysis of the traces is to select only
frequencies in the amplified spectral range using a Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm. Figure 3 show the average
of 100 traces after selecting the frequency range of inter-
est event by event. For this particular case the beam was
pulsed with a rate of 10 Hz and ∼2µs width. In order to
determine the power measured in the receivers Pmeasured

(the emitted one relies on a frequency calibration of the ab-
solute gain of the whole system that is still pending) the
RMS of the recorded voltage over a defined time window
VRMS is calculated. Then the distribution of VRMS for the
filtered traces in the time range of interest is obtained. The
emitted power is finally calculated as:

Pmeasured =

(
< VRMS >2

R

)

beam

−
(

< VRMS >2

R

)

bkg

(1)
where the first term is calculated over a time period where
the beam is active and stable, and the background contribu-
tion comes from the first part of the trace. R is the oscil-
loscope input impedance equal to 50Ω. No radiation was
registered in the antennas when the beam was blocked so
no additional background subtraction due to emission com-
ing from the accelerator itself is needed.

Since the rise-time of the beam pulse is of the order of ns,
the described setup is not suitable to study a possible expo-
nential decay of the signal due to thermalization processes.

4.1 Scan in beam intensity

One of the goals of the experiment was to measure the pro-
portionality of the recorded signal with beam energy, i.e.
with the number of electrons in the beam. The described
analysis was applied to traces measured for ∼1µs width
beam pulses with an intensity going from ∼5 to 30 µA2.
Results for both C-band and log-periodic antennas located
inside the chamber and averaged over 100 traces are shown
in figure 4. Both polarizations, co and cross-polarized with
the beam direction, were analyzed. Linear fits to the data
are also shown. Preliminary results indicate a linear de-
pendence on beam energy of the power emitted and a dif-
ference between polarizations of ∼ 30% for C-band and
∼ 60% for the low frequency measurements. This differ-
ence could be due to the presence of different processes
with different degrees of polarization or to near field ef-
fects.
To bring some light into the origin of the measured radia-
tion we did another scan in intensity with a thin aluminum
foil covering the entry hole in order to block possible con-
tributions from outside radiation. No significant decrease
in the total energy deposit inside the chamber due to the
additional extra layer is expected since beam electrons will
be almost unaltered. We are aware transition radiation can
be also generated in this new layer but we expect it to be
different to the one generated at the Duraluminum window
due to the different geometries. In the configuration with
the hole open, some incidence angles are cut and diffrac-

2. it corresponds to a beam current between 0.5 and 3 µC per
pulse.
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Figure 2: Geant 4 simulations of the energy deposit inside the chamber. Left: Energy deposit as a function of longitudinal
and transversal dimensions. Right: longitudinal development of energy deposit and its density.

trace in the C-band receiver, most noticeable at high beam
energies. This effect could be due to some charge deposit
on the chamber or external noise. Apart from this peak, a
clear signal is measured in coincidence with the beam in
both receivers. No significant signal was observed in the
Ku-band antenna.

4 Data analysis

A first step in the analysis of the traces is to select only
frequencies in the amplified spectral range using a Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm. Figure 3 show the average
of 100 traces after selecting the frequency range of inter-
est event by event. For this particular case the beam was
pulsed with a rate of 10 Hz and ∼2µs width. In order to
determine the power measured in the receivers Pmeasured

(the emitted one relies on a frequency calibration of the ab-
solute gain of the whole system that is still pending) the
RMS of the recorded voltage over a defined time window
VRMS is calculated. Then the distribution of VRMS for the
filtered traces in the time range of interest is obtained. The
emitted power is finally calculated as:

Pmeasured =

(
< VRMS >2

R

)

beam

−
(

< VRMS >2

R

)

bkg

(1)
where the first term is calculated over a time period where
the beam is active and stable, and the background contribu-
tion comes from the first part of the trace. R is the oscil-
loscope input impedance equal to 50Ω. No radiation was
registered in the antennas when the beam was blocked so
no additional background subtraction due to emission com-
ing from the accelerator itself is needed.

Since the rise-time of the beam pulse is of the order of ns,
the described setup is not suitable to study a possible expo-
nential decay of the signal due to thermalization processes.

4.1 Scan in beam intensity

One of the goals of the experiment was to measure the pro-
portionality of the recorded signal with beam energy, i.e.
with the number of electrons in the beam. The described
analysis was applied to traces measured for ∼1µs width
beam pulses with an intensity going from ∼5 to 30 µA2.
Results for both C-band and log-periodic antennas located
inside the chamber and averaged over 100 traces are shown
in figure 4. Both polarizations, co and cross-polarized with
the beam direction, were analyzed. Linear fits to the data
are also shown. Preliminary results indicate a linear de-
pendence on beam energy of the power emitted and a dif-
ference between polarizations of ∼ 30% for C-band and
∼ 60% for the low frequency measurements. This differ-
ence could be due to the presence of different processes
with different degrees of polarization or to near field ef-
fects.
To bring some light into the origin of the measured radia-
tion we did another scan in intensity with a thin aluminum
foil covering the entry hole in order to block possible con-
tributions from outside radiation. No significant decrease
in the total energy deposit inside the chamber due to the
additional extra layer is expected since beam electrons will
be almost unaltered. We are aware transition radiation can
be also generated in this new layer but we expect it to be
different to the one generated at the Duraluminum window
due to the different geometries. In the configuration with
the hole open, some incidence angles are cut and diffrac-

2. it corresponds to a beam current between 0.5 and 3 µC per
pulse.

AMY – Air Microwave Yield / beam experiment at Frascati
electron energy of 510 MeV produced by a LINAC,

different pulse lengths, from 1 to 10 ns,

several antennas in an anechoic chamber
(2 m× 2 m× 4 m),

signal observed, but could be related to another
phenomenon.
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Summary: fast polarized emission is dominating the signal●analysis of data ongoing●

detailed simulation of the Cerenkov radiation needed●next test beam planned in early 2014   

Motivation: atmospheric showers release their energy through ionization●producing plasma, which cools off rapidly●Molecular 

Bremsstrahlung Radiation is emittedin microwave range●isotropic and unpolarized●independent of weather  conditions and daylight

AMY goal: characterize the emission and asses its feasibility for cosmic ray detection            

Calibration

First measurements

Simulations

BTF – Beam Test facility at DAFNE, Frascati, Italy
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towards an understanding of P.W. Gorham et al.’s measurements
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Current activities to improve our understanding Optimisation of the GHz sensors

Optimisation of the GHz sensors
→ reduce the minimum detectable signal

move to lower frequencies → increases the effective area Aeff

lower noise amplifier (LNB) → current tests in laboratories,

improve the antenna design → non-commercial solutions.

Minimum detectable flux density =
kBTsys

Aeff

√
τ ∆ν

, with Aeff ∝ 1

ν2

EASIER
–

tests in lab in progress to choose the best
design for GHz sensors
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Current activities to improve our understanding Improve our understanding on physics processes

Improve our understanding on physics processes

A better understanding of the MBR mechanism

calculations of non-thermal air shower plasma,

different estimations of absolute predictions for
intensity in GHz range on the market (Karlsruhe,
Orsay–Paris, Grenoble),

preliminary results: calculated signal lower than
reference flux estimated by P.W. Gorham et al.

Process of molecular bremsstrahlung

4

Bremsstrahlung
photon

Nitrogen
molecule

Plasma
electron

!ii" elastic scattering cross section, Qelas !Table 3";
!iii" momentum-transfer cross section, Qm !Table 4";
!iv" rotational cross section for the transition J!0→2,

Q rot (J!0→2) !Table 5";
!v" vibrational cross section for the transition v!0→1,

Qvib (v!0→1) !Table 6 and Fig. 7";
!vi" a few representative cross sections for the excitation

of electronic states !Tables 8, 9, 10";
!vii" total dissociation cross section, Qdiss !Table 14"; and

!viii" total, Q ion(total), and dissociative, Q ion(diss), ioniza-
tion cross sections !Tables 15, 16, 17". Here
Q ion(diss) is defined as Q ion(N")"2Q ion(N"").

To be consistent with each other, those cross sections
should follow the relation

QT!Qelas"Q ion! total""Qdiss"# Qexc . !8"

The last term on the right side of the equation includes all the
excitation cross sections of discrete !rotational, vibrational,
electronic" states. It should be noted that the excitation of
those states which are known to predissociate must be ex-
cluded in the summation. As far as the cross sections shown
in Fig. 28 are concerned, the above relation holds within the
combined uncertainties claimed for the cross sections.

As is stated in Sec. 1, the present paper serves as a com-
plete update of the data compilation for the e"N2 collisions,
previously reported by the present author and his colleagues
!i.e., I86". As far as any new information is available, the
previous data reported in I86 have been re-evaluated to up-
date the conclusion. Actually all the previous conclusions
have been revised, except for excitation of a few high-lying
electronic states. As is shown in each section, however, fur-
ther studies are still needed to make the cross section data
more comprehensive and more accurate. In particular, the
following problems should be addressed:

!1" Some controversy exists among the values of QT mea-
sured at the energies below 1 eV. Considering its unique
importance !i.e., giving an upper limit of any cross sec-
tion", the absolute value of QT should be determined as
accurately as possible.

!2" Experimental cross sections !ICS" above 0.2 eV are lack-
ing for rotational transitions. Theory indicates that the
values are expected to be large.

!3" Much more refinement is needed for the measurement of
the excitation cross section for electronic states. Most of
the recommended data for the processes have a large
uncertainty. This reflects a significant difference in the
DCS measured by different groups. Furthermore, the
cross section for the excitation of higher states !i.e.,
those with threshold above 12.5 eV" is still very uncer-
tain. Those higher states include a dipole-allowed one,
which may have a large cross section even at a high
energy of electrons. Furthermore many of them are
known to predissociate.

!4" The total dissociation cross sections are now available
with fair certainty. Further information is necessary for
the details of the dissociation products. How much frac-
tion of the nitrogen atoms are produced in their ground
state? Also important is the cross section for the produc-
tion of nitrogen atoms in their metastable states: 2P or
2D .

!5" Finally, cross sections dealt with in the present paper can
depend on the internal state of the target molecule. The
experimental data shown in the preceding sections, how-
ever, have been collected from the measurements at

FIG. 27. Energy distributions of the secondary electrons emitted upon
electron-impact ionization of N2 . The values of Opal et al.102 are compared
with the measurement of Goruganthu et al.103 The energy of the incident
electron E0 is indicated.

FIG. 28. Summary of the electron collision cross sections for N2 .

5151ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH NITROGEN MOLECULES

J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 35, No. 1, 2006

Itakawa, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 35 (2006) 31

Flat frequency dependence within range of approximation

Ww =
e2
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Radiated spectral energy per collision

(Bekefi, Radiation processes in plasmas, 1966)

An alternative to MBR: the conservative approach

extend the mechanisms observed at MHz to GHz
frequencies,

add the effect of a realistic refractive index→ time
compression,

idea explored by Scholten et al. (EVA), Huege et al.
(CoREAS) and Subatech et al. (SELFAS).
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FIGURE 8 – Effet de l’indice de réfraction de l’air sur le signal reçu dans les antennes –
confidentiel. Les simulations sont réalisées par SELFAS2 pour une gerbe verticale de pro-
ton à 1018 eV. La polarisation observée est Est-Ouest (EW) avec un détecteur parfait. Le
signal récolté par des antennes à quatre positions différentes est simulé pour un indice de
réfraction égal à un, ou pour un indice différent de un. (haut) Signal temporel. (bas) Spectre
en fréquences du signal enregistré.

possibilité de simuler tout type de primaire et d’avoir de véritables fluctuations gerbe-
à-gerbe. La Figure 9(a) nous montre une cinquantaine de profils obtenus par CONEX
pour proton et fer.

Le résultat obtenu pour le premier événement enregistré par le réseau d’antennes EA-
SIER est donné en Figure 9(b) pour les cas proton et fer [19]. Cinquante gerbes ont été si-
mulées pour chaque primaire. La simulation nous indique que ces événements auraient une
configuration toute particulière (et rare) en se situant exactement dans le cercle dit Cheren-
kov où l’indice de réfraction de l’air amplifie le signal. La même simulation avec un indice
de réfraction de l’air égal à un nous donne un signal plus de dix fois inférieur. Ce cercle
Cherenkov peut être observé sur la Figure 9(c) dans le cas d’une gerbe verticale initiée par

10
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Conclusion

Outline

1 R&D activities for microwave detection of UHE cosmic rays
Two different experimental approaches
R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory
The CROME experiment at KASCADE-Grande

2 Current activities to improve our understanding
Two new test beam experiments
Optimisation of the GHz sensors
Improve our understanding on physics processes

3 Conclusion
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Conclusion

Summary and next goals

Summary and conclusion

strong signal and coherence effects found in early beam experiments,
interpreted as molecular bremmstrahlung,

microwave radiation at GHz frequencies: ”calorimetric” detection with a 100%
duty cycle,

first evidences of GHz signals related to air showers in EASIER and CROME
experiments,

main physical mechanism related to this GHz radiation is not established yet.

Next goals

improvement of the sensitivity of the GHz sensors,

simulation of other physical mechanisms having a GHz contribution,

better understanding of the bremsstrahlung molecular.
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Production of plasma region by shower particles

Production of plasma region by shower particles

8

Shower axis

Shower disc: ultra-relativistic particles

Plasma:
• Electrons from ionization (Ee ~ 2 - 35 eV)
• Plasma stationary (no bulk motion)
• Velocity distribution almost isotropic
• 30,000 ion pairs per MeV deposited energy

Competing processes:

• Thermalization due mainly to collisions with neutral atoms ~ 10 ns (sea level)
• Attachment of electrons to atoms by three-body processes involving oxygen ions
• Expected lifetime of plasma ~10 ns

3 m
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Radio – la radio-détection à l’Observatoire Pierre Auger

L’émission bremsstrahlung moléculaire

signal observé au SLAC sur faisceau d’électrons en 2008 (Gorham et al.),

émission non-polarisée et isotrope / signal linéaire avec l’énergie des gerbes,

fréquences au GHz: cycle utile de 100% et faible atténuation atmosphérique.

→ toujours pas confirmée par les actuelles expériences sur faisceau

EASIER 61 – Extensive Air Shower Identification with Electron Radiometers

réseau d’antennes utilisant les cuves d’eau comme
déclencheur – membre depuis oct. 2011,

61 antennes réparties sur 100 km2, installation
terminée en avril 2012,

enregistre le signal radio émis dans la bande
3.4–4.2 GHz,

→ premières observations d’une émission au GHz
provenant d’une gerbe de particules...
.... mais nombre d’événements plus faible qu’attendu

EASIER61 : Installation

3
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